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Abstract 
USB Security Camera has been developed in the society security field, however, current video surveillance is too expensive to 
limit use widely. The paper proposes a new method that Linux system is software development, with USB camera as video 
gather. Using TCP/IP Protocol agreement realize network communication. The system inside embeds web server so users can 
visit resources by browser or Stand alone system. The whole system realizes environmental monitoring and has a high 
performance and low cost. 
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1. Introduction 
Video monitoring system has developed network digit  monitoring system nowadays from Simulated signal. It’s 
a trend that Network Video Monitoring turns toward the embedded direction to develop with embedded processor 
on Pc/Server and opened Linux system applied widely. Obtained the preliminary development in this field at 
present, it can’t use at large because the hardware of monitoring system is expensive. Simultaneity, vile equipments 
don’t satisfy users the dynamic visualization as well as the stability and the reliable request. In view of user's 
demand, this article designed a kind of low cost and high efficiency project. 
The project takes SUM embedded Computer Server as hardware platform and uses the embedded Linux system 
as the software environment for the procedure. 
 
2. DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM’S CONSTRUCTION 
The system is mainly composed of embedded system which are embedded Computer server and Linux and 
network communication which are Web server, client side and communication channel. The system adopts modular 
design which include video gather modular, embedded system modular, network communication modular and client 
side modular. Fig.1 shows the relationship of each modular. 
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Fig 1. Overall system's construction diagram. 
 
System can process is 16/32 bit RISC micro-processor based on server core[1]. It contains MMU which is 
suitable for hand-hold equipment and has good characteristics such as high performance, low power loss, rich 
connection and small volume. The processor integrates 64M SDRAM, 64M Nand Flash, 1M Boot Flash, RJ-45 
network card, audio input and output, USB Host ,USB Slave, standard serial port, SD Card plug and so on. Users 
can deposit the codes in NAND Flash and start from it. NAND Flash will access control port and load vivi codes to 
SRAM running automatically,. Afterward, vivi codes in SRAM load zImage of operation system’s kennel and root 
file system to SRAM and move. 
3. DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM’S SOFTWARE 
3.1 The realization of video gathering module 
Linux system core has contained camera drive such as ov511 chip, however, experiments show that effect isn’t 
well by ov511chip.So I use camera of Zhong Xing Wei zc0301 which adopts CMOS sensor, has low price, high 
performance, Agility USB gob agreement, data transmission synchronization or asynchronism, compatibility better, 
supplying functions of image process and external gob as well. Linux system drive doesn’t support the chip’s drive 
at present. Consequently, in order to enable the camera to work in the system ,we need to load the drive which is 
downloaded in http://mxhaard free fr/spca50x/embedded/KernelPatch/ .Owing to Linux core edition is 2.6.11, we 
should download edition2.6’s core patches. The core can support the chip’s drive though putting the patch into 
core[2].  
We can write application codes of video gathering which are realized by Video4Linux after USB camera drived. 
Fig. 2 gives the flow of video gathering.Video4Linux is a core drive about video equipment in Linux. It provides 
many connection functions for application of video equipment. Many operations such as opening, reading, writing, 
closing and so on are transferred easily by these functions. 
 
Fig 2. Flow of video gather 
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3.2 Realization of network communication module 
Network communication module has video image gathered by camera transfer long-distance computer via 
network.. Monitoring system adopts “browser-sever” in realization. Embedded Web server is built at video 
gathering end. If inputting IP in web browser built at client end, you can receive video information from server. 
 
1） The design of embedded web server 
Web server and client’s browser employ hyper text transmission agreement HTTP to communicate[3]. It’s 
principle may divide into three steps approximately. Step1, web browser sends out the Web page request to a 
specific server; step2, web server search petitionary web page and transfer to web browser; step3, web server 




Fig 3. Flow of server’s principle 
 
The most typical Web server are boa and httpd in the embedded domain at present. Boa is a cabinet web server 
which carry out the code only 60K approximately, take system’s resource few, moreover the speed quickly and the 
safety well. The system adopt Boa server accordingly. Firstly, boa source codes whose newest edition is boa-0.94.13 
now are downloaded from www.boa.org. They are decompressed to the Linux system contents and modified. 
CC=gcc change into CC=arm-linux-gcc and CPP=gcc –E changed into CPP= arm-linux-gcc –E. Secondly, it’s time 
to translation. Boa application codes made download to content Linux system  /bin. It runs automatically when the 
system startup. 
2) The application development of network video 
The application development of network video include video server program and client side program[4]. Video 
server establish connection with client side mainly and transfer corresponding function to deal with request of client 
according to user’s instruction. Server side‘s procedure are developed by C language. Firstly, initializing data 
construction of monitoring equipment include gathering pattern, display pattern, port initialization setting, 
distributing memory and opening video equipment by reading or writing. After that, the system establish a grab 
thread which transfer v4lGrab() to gather image and transmit to buffer. Lastly, a Socket is set up. Accept means can 
monitor whether is client’s request. If it hasn’t client’s connection, thread is backup and it goes on monitoring. On 
the contrary, if it has client’s request, a new socket is set up and starting up video service thread communicate with 
client. Fig.4 gives a working flow of  video server. 
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 Fig 4. The working flow of video server 
 
The long-distance Web user examined the image information gathered through Applet and the video server 
alternate in the system. Applet is an application which can run in web page and it has some performances such as 
security, strong function and cross platform. 
4. SYSTEM TEST AND PERFORMENCE JUGEMENT 
The system test is carried on in laboratory. Operation system of the client side is FreeBSD 8.0 and browser is 
Firefox. We need to fix Java because server’s web page include Java widget but default Firefox browser doesn’t 
support Java. The kenel mirror and file system mirror made are downloaded in S3C2410. After restarting S3C2410, 
it’s IP is set local address http://203.158.204.18/eng by terminal. Web server and video server start running. The 
client side input http://203.158.204.18/eng/view/indexactivex html in Firefox or Internet Explorer browser fixed 
Java and realize monitoring. Fig.5 show the circs of monitoring local Center hall in RMUTI. 
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Fig 5 . The result of monitoring in Center hall in RMUTI. 
 
In order to test the system’s performance, two network environment are set. One is on the WAN, and the other is 
100M LAN. In the LAN, PAL and NTSC’ s CIF and the DI width size are transmitted and tested separately. The 
result is follow table 1. 
 
 
TABLE 1. The table of the result. 
 
The net video monitoring system can transmitted with less than 500ms in LAN from above test results. Naked 
eyes can’t perceive delay and dithering. Monitoring video stream is 4 in WAN. South Gate of school is monitored 
timely used operation system based on stream media. The image is set CIF form with bandwidth limited. When net 
is very crowded or images are changed frequently, the image has a certain delay but fluency in majority situations. 
The delay of test is 3.8s, 4.2s, 6.5s, 5.2s separately. The system can satisfy 
requirements as follows by experiment. 
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Ɣ The system’s performance in LAN is much higher than in WAN with bandwidth and net delay limited. 
Ɣ Timeliness. The digital video signals are transmitted and received timely. It’s assured that monitoring 
information received hasn’t time difference with local situation. 
Ɣ Controllability. The monitor center can select and control long-distance images monitored. Parameters are set 
conveniently, and bandwidth is adjusted dynamicly. 
Ɣ Expansibility. The structure of system can be modified according to actual situation. The center’s control 
function has expansibility that can join office automation network. Besides, long-distance video conference will be 
realized if encoder-decoder is added. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In the numerical information technology and networking development premise, the system utilizes current 
embedded and ARM to design network video monitoring system. It has innovation. Because the system adopts high- 
powered ARM9 processor and Linux operation system, it has expansibility. Users can expand function to satisfy 
higher request. Besides, according to different practice application and hardware platform, users may tailor Linux 
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